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Endowment coffers 
swell with 2nd transfer
By Michael Champagne
Associate Editor
For the second time this se­
mester Sacred Heart University 
has found itself to be the benefi­
ciary of an endowment fund 
transferred from the beleaguered 
University of Bridgeport.
According to a recent Con­
necticut Post article, the $ 175,000 
gift was moved from UB to SHU 
after the family which had origi­
nally established the fund ap­
proximately 15 years ago, said the 
threat of UB’s closure last year 
because of financial troubles 
prompted their decision.
Kurt Hersher of Monroe, son 
of Bernard Hersher in whose 
memory the fund was established 
at UB, said of the move, “We 
decided to move it from UB first 
^ aU wjien the ‘Moonies’ tooje 
over,” referring to the Professors’ 
World Peace Academy. The 
PWPA, which bailed out the 
strapped UB with the promise of 
approximately $50 million in fi­
nancial assistance, receives nearly 
90 percent of its funding from the 
Unification Church headed by the 
controversial Reverend Sun 
Myung Moon.
But, Hersher continued, what 
ultimately cemented their decision 
to move the fund “was when the 
decision was made to move the 
(Law School at the University of 
Bridgeport) to Quinnipiac” Col­
lege in Hamden.
“The fund was established to 
endow a chair within the legal 
community — to fund the teach­
ing” of someone in that capacity 
Hersher said.
Mr. Hersher indicated the 
family preferred that the funds 
remain local, so after researching 
and reviewing many of the area 
universities, the family decided 
upon Sacred Heart as the recipient 
of the endowment.
“After discussions with (SHU 
President) Dr. (Anthony) Cemer- 
a, SHU seemed the most fertile 
ground for establishing a center 
for applied ethics,” stated Hersher.
The shift of those funds will 
establish the Hersher Center for
Applied Ethics at Sacred Heart 
University.
Meanwhile, the Scott 
Browning Memorial Scholarship, 
which had been established six 
years ago at the University of 
Bridgeport and transferred in 
February to Sacred Heart, prom­
ises to be another feather in S HU ’ s
cap.
“The scholarship was very 
successful at UB and I enjoyed 
dealing with UB officials,” ex­
plained Scott’s brother James 
Browning, of Trumbull.
However, like the Hersher 
family’s endowment, the Brown­
ing family decided to look else­
where when UB announced it 
would be closing its doors.
In the past six years, the Scott 
Browning Memorial Scholarship 
awarded funds totaling $32,000 to 
20 students at the University of 
Bridgeport. In all, $88,000 has 
been raised through private and 
corporate donations to the 
Browning Memorial, with the 
entire endowment portion of 
$45,000 transferred to Sacred 
Heart University.
SHU sues city 
over ZB A denial
By Michael Champagne
Associate Editor
In a suit filed April 13, 
against the town of Fairfield’s 
Zoning Board of Appeals, Sa­
cred Heart Unirorsity claimed 
the bojird illegally denied the 
University ’sapplicalion 10 build 
a sports complex on campus.
According to an article in 
the April 14 issue of the Con- 
nerfi’cHt/’tt«,‘*the lawsuit, filed 
at Superior Court in Bridge­
port, (SHU) claims the board’s 
decision deprived it of the fair 
and rcason^lc use of its ps-op- 
crty without the due process of
law,”
In Sacred Heart’s original 
request far a variance of town 
zoning regulations on building 
height, the TPZ granted SHU’s 
request provided they under­
took die project within a six- 
montli deadline. The ZBA fur­
ther granted a one year exten­
sion because SHU had yet to 
secure the approval of the Con­
servation Coirunission and the 
Town Plan and Zoning Com­
mission for the project
As its deadline neared, and 
the University found its efforts 
to obtain approval from the two 
boards unsuccessful, SHU again 
applied for an extension of the 
ZBA’s deadline to begin work 
on tlie sports complex. At the 
ZBA’s hearing on the new re­
quest, however, they denied the 
University’s second request for 
the cxtcnsicjn, sending the Uni­
versity back to its original posi­
tion of trying to secure a ZBA 
variance for height restrictions.
“We should not have been 
put in this position,” charged 
Sacred Heart University’s legal 
representative, William J. 
Fitzpt^icklll. "TheHtheZBA) 
acted illegally in failing to grant 
the waiver (of height restric­
tions)," Fitzpatrick continued.
When askedaboul what that 
position had been ba.scd upon, 
Fitzpatrick replied, ‘They al­
ways granted them (dte exten
See Lawsuit, page 2
Student mugged on Park Ave.
According lo Tuesday’s 
Connecticut Post, a Sacred Heart 
University student was held up 
by a man wielding a screwdriver 
as she left the campus Wednes­
day night, police said.
The victim was walking 
south on Park Avenue near the 
golf course entrance, police said, 
when a car with four men inside
started riding alongside her.
Police said one of the men 
got out, brandished a flathead 
screwdriver and said, “Give me 
your purse or I'll kill you.”
The woman gave him her 
purse which contained an unde­
termined amount of cash and 
some personal belongings, in­
cluding four rings. t>olice said.y'
Carribean Club wins trophy
By Donatella Richard 
and Keran Deterville
Sunshine was the last con­
ceivable thing on the mind of the 
members of the SHU Caribbean 
Club as they eliminated team after 
team to place second in the 
Carribean/American Jeopardy
Challenge at the First Northeast 
Region Carribean Conference in 
Boston on April 17, 1993.
Hosted by the Northeastern 
University Carribean Students 
Organization, the conference, 
whose theme was “Unified in the 
Struggle to Reclaim our Future,” 
brought together over 45 schools 
at the Sheraton TARA Hotel. 
Among the schools in attendance 
were Harvard College, Reinssaler 
Polytechnic Institute, Colgate 
University, Yale University, Seton 
Hall University, and Upsala Col­
lege.
Conference attendees, future 
leaders of the Carribean, partici­
pated in seminars concerning the 
economic, social cultural and po­
litical issues the Caribbean faces, 
and received an understand of the 
roles that they will have to assume 
to bring stability to their respective
countries and, most importantly, 
to reclaim their culture. The topic 
of the seminars included; “Tour­
ism: Two-headed Monster”, 
“Economic Development in the 
Caribbean”, “Sexual Harassment 
in Afro/Carribbean/American 
Communities”, “Caribbean Cul­
tural Perspectives”, and “Financial 
Planning & Cultural Awareness”.
“The weekend was well or­
ganized. I personally enjoyed the 
Seminar on Sexual Harassment,” 
said Donatella Richard, a junior 
sociology major and the newly 
elect vice president of the SHU 
Carribbean Club.
The keynote address, given 
by Dessima Williams, a professor 
of Sociology at Brandeis Univer­
sity, forcefully delineated the




April showers... Public Safety Officer William Duncan patrols the side parking lot next to the old
bookstore, next to a lovely spread of daffodils. Photo by Dawn M. Kentosh
New Lightman book 
makes one think 
about time... page 13
After 2 112 years, 
'Observations...' says 
good-bye... page 5<>------- <
Softball nabs NECC 
title for 4th straight 
year...page 16
\
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NEWS BRIEFS
Compiled by Michael Champagne
Second President’s Rap Scheduled
A second student forum with Sacred Heart 
President Anthony J. Cemera is scheduled for today, 
April 29, at 11 rOO a.m. in the Music Room A.
The last rap session, held on April 13, was 
crowded with students who wanted the opportunity 
to speak with the university president and voice their 
concerns for many of the issues they felt were not 
being adequately addressed.
At that time Dr. Cemera promised to set a 
second date to pick up the discussion where it had 
ended as well as address any new topics. Here’s your 
opportunity to ask Dr. Cemera what-evcr is on your 
mind.
Correction
A caption to a photo in the April 22 issue of 
the Spectrum newspaper failed to mention one of the 
ribbon winners. Senior Peter Goncalves, whose 
works placed him first in Foundation Illustration and 
first, second and third in Drawing I was ommitted. 
Spectrum regrets the error. Congratulations Peter!
Madigan named NECC Player of the Week
Hey, well sure this belongs in Sports Shorts 
but: Freshman Gregg Madigan, of Seaford, NY was 
named the New England Collegiate Conference 
Player of the Week in baseball. Madigan batted .519 
with three home runs, 11 RBI and scored 10 runs in 
the Pioneers’ 4-4 week.
Peaceable Icons at art gallery
Hey, well sure this belongs in A&E Briefs 
but; An exhibit of recent works by artists from 
Connecticut, Elaine Anthony and Robert Knox will 
be on display in the Gallery of Contemporary Art 
from May 9 - June 3.
Both artists have spent a significant portion of 
their adult lives living abroad. Anthony has lived in 
Mexico for 12 years and is the recipient of a Pollock- 
Krasner Foundation grant and is represented by 
Stephen Haller Gallery, NYC. Know lived and 
exhibited his work in Scotland and Germany for eight 
years. This exhibit features small scale works on 
paper or canvas with collage elements.
Both artists arc scheduled to be in the Gallery 
for an Artists' Talk on Tuesday, May 18 at 7:00 p.m.
Theatre Studies course offerings for fall
In its continuing effort to expand the Theatre 
Studies Department at Sacred Heart University, the 
Faculty of the Theatre Studies Department has 
announced its schedule for the Fall semester of 1993.
The courses offered include Intro to Theatre 
(CA-141), Drama Workshop 1 (CA-273), Stagecraft 
(CA-181), Acting la (CA-171), and Drama Practicum 
(CA-275). All courses are three credit courses which 
focus on particular aspects of theatre and theatrical 
production. For more information on any of these 
courses, contact Piotr Gzowski or Claude McNeal in 
the Communications Department.
Graduating Seniors!
Congradulations on a successful 
4 (or 5, or 6, or...) years.
From, the Spectri^.
Project Class to debut at ULC
(PR) Beginning in the fall of ’93, 
full-time faculty will have an op­
tion to teach their freshman core 
courses with the support of an 
academically outstanding student 
from Project Class, ( Classroom 
Learning Assistants; Student to 
Student) whose major purpose will 
be to offer first year college stu­
dents academic assistance within 
classroom settings in an effort to 
increase their involvement with 
their studies, their faculty and their 
peers.
As part of a university-wide 
effort to increase retention and 
improve the graduation rate of all 
SHU students, approximately 
thirty academically qualified 
sophomore-junior students will be 
recruited to be Classroom Learn­
ing Assistants in each of the fol­
lowing disciplines: Anatomy/ 
physiology. History 101, Phi­
losophy 101, Psychology 101, Art 
101, Math, Political Science 101, 
Religious Studies 101, Biology, 
Music 101, Sociology 101.
Students can qualify for 
Project Class by having;
• An overall GPA of 3.2
• High achievement in the 
subject area of interest
• Demonstrated competency 
in written, oral, interpersonal and 
critical thinking skills
• A love for learning that you 
would like to share with others, 
why not apply?
If selected as a CLA, students 
will have an opportunity to work 
closely with faculty and become
involved in a number of challeng­
ing activities that will enhance 
their intellectual and social 
developement as well as tthat of 
the students whom you tutor. In 
addition, students will be reim­
bursed for 30 hours of trining, 
scheduled to begin in the summer, 
as well as for the time spent in 
classrooms and tutorials, assisting 
students with notetaking, time 
I management, critical thinking, 
computation, problem-solving and 
writing assignments.
Applications for Project 
Class, which must be submitted to 
Jackie Rinaldi or Rosemary Kinic 
by Friday, May 14th, may be 
picked up in the University Learn­
ing Center, located on the lower 
level of the SHU library.
Lawsuit: SHU appeals ZBA decision
Continued from page 1
sions) in the past”
He indicated the extension is 
not granting an okay for the Uni­
versity to begin building. Instead, 
it is just allowing the school to 
continue to pursue its already 
granted variance after securing 
other necessary approvals.
Fitzpatrick would not divulge 
how the suit was being handled by 
the Fairfield ZBA, saying, “it’s 
my general policy not to comment 
on pending suits.”
He did, however, remark that 
"the request for an extension of 
time was denied (by the ZBA) 
without stating any reasons for the 
denial.
At press time calls to the Fair- 
field Zoning Board of Appeals 
had not been returned.
Until this issue is resolved 
Sacred Heart is unable to move 
forward in its efforts to build its 
sports center.
Vice-President for Finance 
and Administration at Sacred 
Heart, Dr. Paul K. Madonna as­
serted that the decision by the ZB A
does not affect the schedule of 
completion for the sports com­
plex.
"We're preparing the appro­
priate architectural drawing to 
submit to the TPZ," Madonna said. 
"That's done concurrently (with 
the appeal) because they are to 
separate commissions."
He noted that the target date 
for completion is September 1995. 
"If we receive the required ap­
provals, we plan to start (building 
the complex) in the late spring or 
early summer," Madonna con­
cluded.
Trophy: Jeopardy players come home champs
Continued from page 1
present conditions of the 
Carribbean region.
Williams is well aware of the 
issues concerning Carribeans. 
Williams gained her knowledge 
as a former Ambassador/Perma­
nent Resident to the Organization 
of American States, Ambassador/ 
Alternative Representative to the 
Inter-American Commission For 
Women.
One of the highlights of the 
weekend conference forSHU was 
beating participating schools.
including Reinssaler Polytechnic 
Institute, to place second in the 
Carribbean /American Jeopardy 
Challenge. Wearing brightly 
adorned Sacred Heart Carribbean 
Club T-shirts, SHU bowed only to 
first placed Upsala College .
Lead by Club Advisor , Dr. 
Nicole Xavier Cauvin , the five 
wining members, Keran 
Deterville, Louis Elneus, Katia 
Poulard, Rony Sanon and 
Donatella Richard proudly re­
turned with individual trophies as 
well as a large trophy for the dis­
play case.
The Club recently celebrated
its first anniversary. Members say 
the club owes its success to “the 
force behind the power”. Dr. 
Nicole Xavier Cauvin. Dr. Cauvin 
has played an instrumental role in 
maintaining the Club’s objective, 
prorqoting cultural awareness and 
giving students the opportunity to 
interact with diverse ethnic and 
social groups.
When asked about the Con­
ference, Louis Elneus, vice presi­
dent of the Caribbean Club re­
sponded “We are looking forward 
to the Second Annual Carribean 
Students Conference, and I urge 
everyone to attend.”




$700/pair used ($ 1300 new). 




Drive an Ice Cream truck
IN YOUR HOME TOWN IN CON­
NECTICUT OR SURROUNDING 
AREA THIS SUMMER. SeLL 
Good Humor and other ice 
CREAMS. Earn $650-$950 
PER WEEK. Apply NOW NOT IN 
May. Male or Female. 
BLUE SKY BAR ICE 
CREAM (366-2641) Mon.- 
Sat. between 9-3.
Help Wanted:
Worried about finding a 
rewarding career opportu­
nity with a growing com­
pany? If you play any 
musical instrument even a 
little bit, I can help! 371- 
6257. Clavier Music.
Looking to sublet my 
bedroom in beautiful 
lakefront house month I am 
in Europe (5/27 - 6/24). 
$370.00. Full lake and 
house privaledges. Call
SHU Spectrum - 3■ April 29,1993
Sacred Heart University professor receives rave 
reviews for video on New Haven magnet schools
(PR) Three young pupils are sit­
ting in a circle trying to figure out 
a math problem; one is Africian- 
American, one Hispanic and one 
white. Their attention is focused 
on the task at hand; not one looks 
up to grin at the camera.
The resulting video shows all 
three boys are smiling and ani­
mated as they interact, and a nar­
rator explains they are engaged in 
not only a cooperative learning 
experience, but are also sharing 
their diverse cultural backgrounds.
It is just one of the many
scenes brought to life by Sacred 
Heart University Associate Pro­
fessor Rebeccs Abbott in a new 
30-minute video about five New 
Haven magnet schools.
Abbott, coordinator of Sacred 
Heart University’s Media Studies 
Program, was selected by the 
Media Arts Center in New Haven 
to make a film that would capture 
daily interaction among studetns 
and teachers at the five schools.
The schools are part of a 
special program. The Magnet 
Schools Assitance Program,
funded by the federal government, 
and the video is being used to 
attract new students to the schools.
Abbott says she loved making 
a vidoeo because she strongly 
supports the magnet school con­
cept — which brings studetn sof 
diverse cultural backgrounds to­
gether, voluntarily, in special 
programs that meet their particu­
lar social and academic needs.
“I was so excited to work on 
this project because I have long 
believed in the importaritce of 
public education, but I have really
been troubled by the failure to 
desegregate the inner-city and also 
attract students from the suburbs. 
It’s a terriffic, sensible way to 
intergrate the schools voluntarily.”
In the video, elementary, 
middle school and high school 
students are shown workin on 
scientific experimetns and on 
computers, taking part in special 
art and music classes and engag­
ing in structured debated based on 
he British system of parliamen­
tary government.
“I’ve always loved debating
and now I’m getting the chagne to 
do it in school,” says a high school 
student on video, who adds that 
she now looks forward to going to 
school every day and hops to be­
come a lawyer.
Abbott says she tried to shoew 
how the magnet schools support 
creative thinking and participation 
and how expresssion of unique 
talent is encouraged in the class­
room.
“Each child’s individual 
abilities are recognized and nur­
tured,” she said.
Birds of a feather... flock at the SHU library? Well apparently they do now. Spring is here, and soon it will be time for us all to leave. But these pigeons, who have 
emerged from their winter aloofness, are preparing for a long summer at the beautiful grounds of Sacred heart University. Photo by Michael Champagne
Availability of handicap 
parking raises questions
By Pam Hotaling and 
Michael Champagne
For most of us who attend 
Sacred Heart University, getting
saroOnckeampus isn’t a problem.
We park our cars, climb out, and 
walk the two or three hundred 
yards to our destination.
When the south parking lot 
was closed in December of 1992 
to begin construction for the new 
on-campus residence halls, many 
people felt inconvenienced. But 
think how handicapped individu­
als feel when confronted with the 
search for convenient parking.
There are approximately 
1,300 parking spaces on campus, 
22 of which are designated for the 
handicapped. While there are 22 
spaces, nine of these are at 
Jefferson Hill, two are in the north 
lot and are not accessible to any­
one because they have been roped 
off. The rest of the spots on campus 
are poorly marked, or can be found 
occupied by non-permitted cars.
Chauncey Wilson, a handi­
capped SHU student, commented 
that he has seen cars without 
handicapped permits parked in 
designated spots. According to 
Ed Garrick, “I just have to look at 
the need of everybody on campus 
right now, and it’s restricted 
parking. I’m trying to accomrno-
date as many people as I can that 
are handicapped, or need some 
sort of assistance, versus every­
body else. If we determine we 
need more handicapped spaces, 
we’ll create them.”
Parkridge and Taft Commons 
residence halls do not provide any 
designated handicapped parking 
spaces. Parkridge is only handi- 
cap-accessible from the back 
parking lot.
As to the accessibility of the 
Sacred Heart buildings, only a few 
problems have arisen. For in­
stance, there is no handicap access 
to the second floor of the Admin­
istration building. Chauncey told 
about his experience with this. “I 
was scheduled for a math class 
which was to meet on the second 
floor of the building. When I 
arrived for class I found that the 
only access to the second floor 
was a set of stairs. They had to 
relocate the class to the north wing. 
I only missed one class, so it wasn ’ t 
that bad.”
The key-accessed elevators 
may prove to be difficult for some 
people, namely those with upper- 
body disablement. The lifts are 
awkward to operate. There is a 
key that must be inserted and 
turned for the lift to move. While 
this may not sound hard to you, try 
thinking of the time you would 
have if you didn ’t have full motion.
Registration for the Fall semester has 
begun! Classes are reaching their ca­
pacities, so register as soon as possible 
to insure the best selection of courses.
Students with outstanding balances of 
$1,000 or less will be permitted to 
schedule classes for the Fall semester 
but not fully register. Students with 
outstandng balances must reconcile 
their account by paying the balance in 
full no later than July 1,1993.
Anyone with an outstanding balance 
should see the Student Accounts ofUce. 
Schedules for students with outstand­




With only three and a half weeks until 
graduation^ why has a graduation speaker not been 
announced yet? According to our sources, it*s 
because there isn't a speaker who has agreed to 
^akhere.
As a matter of fact, our sources say all of 
the first choices have turned the school down.
With so little time left, anyone we ask will 
know they axe a second choice, and they will 
prolmbly be insulted. Also, few, if any, quality 
speakers will still have time in their schedules 
available to sp^ on a Saturday morning.
So please, someone get on the ball. Stu­
dents who have spent years and tens of thousands 
of dollars at Sacred Heart deserve more than this,
6 miltion people
Today is Holocaust Remembrance Day, a 
world-wide day of reflection, created to remind 
people about the World War n persecution of the 
Jewish people.
A big pat on the back goes to Sacred 
Heart’s Jewish Friendship Qiganization for orga­
nizing an infonnative service featuring Dr. James 
Lyddy as a guest speaker (today, 11 a.m., in the 
Faculty Lounge). Surveys say that up to 80 per­
cent of America’s high school students don’t even 
know what the Holocaust is. The JFO asks, “Help 
us remember what should not be forgotten.”
In World War II, Adolf Hitler launched a 
mission to rid his empire of Jews (along with 
communists. Free Masons, bomosexusds, etc,).
They were systematically taken from their homes 
and either killed on the street, or even worse, sent 
to Concentration Camps, where they were sub­
jected to slavery and mass executions. Those were 
the lucky ones, a>mpaied to the people who 
becanss human guinea pip in scientists’ experi­
ments, By the time the nightmare ended, over 6 
million Jews were killed.
As the cliche goes, those who don’t re­
member their history are condemned to repeat it.
Think: over 6 nullion people lost their 
lives. Just because of the way they worshiped God.
It could happen again. Today’s world is not void 
of ethnic cleansing. It is evident in Bosnia, Mq 
and the foimer SoAriet Union.
We can’t let history repeat itself this time,
V_________________ ____________
/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------





My final Ross Review. To 
some this may be a relief, to others 
a truly sad moment. I have en­
joyed this column very much, and 
have reached many through it.
I have had 
the fortune, and 
occasionally, 
the misfortune, 
to work with so 
many types of 
people in my 
career. Many 
people have 
asked how that 
has affected me.
Recently, at the student gov­
ernment inductibn dinner, f was’ 
asked to say a few words. There 
were many who seemed to be 
rather concerned with what I might 
say. It was almost to the point of 
paranoia! I am not the type to hold 
back: if something is wrong, let’s 
fix it, not ignore it. There is one 
thing that I feel can explain the 
past four years of my life. It’s an 
anonymous poem called “Bits and 
Pieces.”
People. People important to 
you, people unimportant to you 
cross your life, touch it with love 
and carelessness and move on. 
There are people who leave you 
and you breathe a sigh of relief 
and wonder why you ever came in 
contact with them. There are 
people who leave and you breathe 
a sigh of remorse and wonder why 
they had to go away leaving such 
a gaping hole.
Acquaintances move on.
People change homes. People 
grow apart. Enemies hate and 
move on. Friends love and move 
on. You think of the many who 
have moved, in your hazy memory. 
You look on the present and won­
der.
I believe in God ’ s master plan 
in lives. He moves people in and 
out of each other’s lives and each 
leaves his mark on the other. You 
find that you are made up of bits 
and pieces of all who ever touched 
your life, and you are more because 
of it, and you would be less if they 
had not touched you. Pray God 
that you accept the bits and pieces 
in humility and wonder, and never 
question, and never regret.
This is the best way possible 
for me to describe what I have 
learned these past four years. A 
very special person gave this poem 
to me and it means a lot to me.
Getting back to my main 
point. I’m perplexed that there are 
so many that are worried about my 
every word. This is illustrated 
best by the fact that I was not 
invited to any of the sessions with 
the accreditation team. Inadvert­
ent ? I think not. As one admin­
istrator said and I quote “ maybe 
they are trying to avoid you “. 
Well, maybe... It seems a little 
odd, also a little rude, to not invite 
the student government president.
The only conclusion that I 
can draw is that people are afraid 
of the truth. Why else would so 
many want to know what my next 
words will be? Well, that is all 
behind us now. Or is it? We shall 
soon see.
Through my four years, I have 
come in great debt to many who
have helped me. I would like to 
thank those who have stood by me 
and never lost faith. You are all 
very special to me. I would like to 
thank those who worked on my 
campaign, and those who voted 
for me.
I would also like to thank the 
entire student body for giving me 
an endless amount of support. You 
are extremely special to me. I will 
never forget any of you.
There are several other people 
that I would like to thank that have 
made a more immediate impact 
on my life; Tom Kelly for being 
a supportive advisor for my first 
three years, and Denise Sutphin 
for putting up with me this past 
year and being a great advisor.
I also thank our outstanding 
faculty* there is no onivefsityftat 
could possibly match the quality 
that you possess. Special thanks 
to the Spectrum for giving me 
space to write this column and for 
putting up with my missing 
deadlines.
I would also like to thank Dr. 
Calabrese, she has influenced me 
from the day I entered Sacred 
Heart. She has gone beyond her 
call of duty and is someone whom 
I look up to as a mentor.
Most importantly, I would 
like to thank Stacy for always sup­
porting me and always having faith 
in everything that I do. I love you.
Last, but certainly not least, 
my parents: They have supported 
me endlessly these past four years. 
Without their support, I would 
have little today. I love you Mom 
and Dad.
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American Agenda. .. Debaters say farewell to an era
By John C. Bowman
Columnist
Welcome to my last column 
of the year (please hold the ap­
plause). There are so many con­
troversial political goings-on re­
cently that I wasn”t quite sure 
what issue to tackle.
Should 1 talk about Bosnia, 
or perhaps how the Republicans 
severely crippled Clinton’s 
stimulus pack­
age, or should 
1 address eco­
nomic aid to 
Russia. 1 could 
even talk about 




Since 1 couldn’t choose, I 
skipped all of them and decided to 
write on something a little closer 
to home. On Saturday, April 24, 
the Debating Society gathered at 
the Hillandale in Trumbull to 
celebrate ten years of successful 
argumentation. Although this 
should have been an entirely happy 
event, we had also gathered to say
goodbye to the founder and coach 
of our illustrious group. Dr. Gary 
L. Rose. After ten years of in­
spired leadership Dr. Rose has 
decided to pass the gavel and con­
centrate more on his career as an 
author.
1 don’t want to turn this col­
umn into an obituary, because— 
contrary to the rumors—Dr. Rose 
will still be teaching at Sacred 
Heart University. Thus his influ­
ence on all of the current team 
members will still be felt. But, I 
deem it fitting that this column 
should be dedicated to a man that 
has had such an incredible influ­
ence on the lives of ten years worth 
of debaters.
Dr. Rose’s influence could 
be seen in the success of the former 
members that attended the dinner. 
The room was full of attorneys, 
businessmen, computer specialists 
and even a state senator—fellow 
Mainer, John O’Dea. Each of 
these former debaters attested to 
the fact that Dr. Rose, who teaches 
law and government, had a tre­
mendous influence on their lives 
and the attainment of their career 
goals.
It is incredible that SHU has a 
debating society at all. When
former SHU President Tom 
Melady asked Dr. Rose to found 
the organization, many people felt 
that it was a waste of time and 
money. It was felt that Sacred 
Heart would not be able to com­
pete with the likes of a Yale, 
Harvard, Columbia or Princeton. 
It would only bring embarrass­
ment to the school and to the de­
baters who had to endure defeat 
after humiliating defeat.
Yet, through commitment 
and perseverance. Dr. Rose built a 
team that has beaten all of these 
ivy-league schools and others that 
were also considered “superior” 
to Sacred Heart. By doingihisthe 
debate society was instilled with 
something far more valuable than 
trophies (which we have plenty 
of). It was instilled with confi­
dence and even at times an open 
“cockiness.” Sacred Heart began 
to make a name for itself outside 
of Connecticut. And it began with 
Gary Rose’s debate teams.
During the dinner there was 
a certain aura that pervaded the 
entire room. This is more than just 
a team, it is a family. A family that 
in many ways was saying goodbye 
to it’s father. One cannot truly 
comprehend until they become a
part of that family what the Soci­
ety truly stands for.
The development of social 
skills, self-confidence through 
speaking to large groups, a belief 
that Sacred Heart students are as 
good as any in the nation, ability 
to think on one’s feet and the twin 
skills of persuasion and argumen­
tation that prepare one for the “real 
world” are a few of the benefits of 
being a SHU debater. But none of 
this could have been possible 
without Dr. Rose’s guidance. And 
I thank him for recruiting me and 
making me a part of this proud 
tradition.
I also would like to thank him 
for recruiting such a qualified 
replacement. Dr. Alison Warriner. 
Dr. Warriner works in the Com­
munications Department at SHU 
and her specialty is rhetoric. She 
assumed the helm (de facto) the 
second semester and has given a 
great deal of effort and shown a 
high degree of commitment in 
building what is now her team. I 
wish her luck and congratulate her 
on conducting such a smooth 
transition.
Even though Dr. Rose’s lead­
ership will be sorely missed, most 
of the team members will still be
taking his classes and going to his 
office for advice and the direction 
that he has so freely offered for the 
last ten years. He has taught us 
many things, but perhaps the most 
vital is what a truly free and open 
society is: a society that allows its 
citizens to criticize and debate the 
validity of their governmental in­
stitutions without persecution 
from that government. In this 
light—in our society— every­
thing is debatable.
So, as Dr. Rose rides off into 
the sun-set on his Harley Davidson 
at 130 miles an hour on Route 8 
with Chief Justice Rehnquist in 
the side-car, we wish him luck in 
all of his pursuits and offer our 
assistance if he ever calls upon us. 
Thanks for all the great memories 
Uncle Gary.
a in®. "iM—
Out-going Debate Society Coach 
Dr. Gary L. Rose, flanked by his 
wife (Mrs. Rose) waves farewell 
to his beloved debaters.
The Campus Voice
By Dawn M. Kentosh
What are some of your concerns 




"Student morale is down. The 
Administration only listens to a 
select group of students, and ones 






"More availability of classes — I 






"The book prices should come 
down a lot. Fewer editions of 





"That it becomes a better recog­
nized school. I'd also like to see 
more film discussions and less 
commercial film showings."
observations from a BRoAd
By J. Broad
Columnoit
Famous last words. In 
Citizen Kane, Orson Wells’ last 
word(s) was “rosebud.” Which 
was, of course, metaphorically 
speaking, a lunch order for the 
A I a s k a n 
king crab/ 
j u m b o 
shrimp com- 





in the Orient 
by a distant cousin of Juan 
■Valdez, a carafe of house wine, 
double dessert portions and a 
mint-flavored toothpick. 
Nathan Hale said, “I regret that 
I have but one life to give for my 
country” Ju.st before he was ex­
ecuted, leaving a lucrative chain 
of hot dogs stands to his heirs.
Julius Caesar, forever the 
prankster, uttered the now fa­
mous line: “Et tu Brute?” 
which, when translated from the 
Latin dialect in which it was 
written (nobody ever spoke 
Latin) metms “Is that Brut by 
Fabrege cologne?”
It is to these heights that I 
aspire with this, my last col­
umn. Saying good-bye is always 
difficult, mostly because, in 
some cultures, “good-bye” 
means, “Attention shoppers, for 
the next five minutes in our 
housewares department we will 
be offering pastel vulcanized 
pot holders, imported from 
Taiwan and made by a nephew 
by marriage to Juan Valdez, for 
only $29.95. Use the blue light 
a.s your beacon to bargains and 
thank you for shopping Kmart.”
(Mediocre puns are a dime a dozen, 
but truly awful ones require sec­
onds of intense concentration.)
I believe it was Moses who 
said: “Parting is such sweet sor­
row.” (I know that it was actually 
Romeo, but 1 already quoted 
Shakespeare in paragraph two, so 
work with me, okay? It’s lime you 
knew me in the biblical sense.) In 
any event, it is time to set a few 
things straight.
Yes, 1 am a real person and 
that is my real name (do you hon­
estly think I’d make up a name 
like “Broad”?). I have been writ­
ing this column for 2 1/2 years, 
beginning (ironically enough) on 
Valentine’s Day of 1991. I have 
written 50 columns and about 
40,000 words (many of them in 
parentheses).
Many of you may have 41- 
ready noticed that there is a pic­
ture ofme that now accompanies 
this column. Actually, o'nly those 
of you who know me have noticed 
that the picture is of me. Anyone 
who hasn’t met me couldn’t pos­
sibly know if the above picture is 
of me or not. As a matter of fact, 
I could have hired a beefcakey 
model to do the photo, and those 
of you who have never met me 
would have thought that I really 
looked like that. (Perceptive read­
ers will, with one quick look at the 
above photo, conclude that 1 did 
not, in fact, hire a beefcakey model 
and, therefore, the above photo is 
either of me or Mr. Blackwell’s 
Worst Dressed List for 1993 is out 
already),
1 have covered such journal­
istically correct topics as mutant 
fruit juices, the segregation of the 
potato population, gray hair, fuzzy 
massacres, peanut butter and 
jelly’s divorce, marshmallow fluff, 
seafood, and relationships, rela­
tionships, relationships.
Unfortunately, all good 
things must come to an end, a 
phrase which, I am sure, has 
prompted more than a few sar­
castic readers to wonder: “Then 
why does this column have to 
end?” It is truly heart-wanning 
to know that 1 inspire such sar­
casm from the reading faithful 
(you know who you are).
I never did write the col­
umn about the woman who 
walked the length of a parking 
lot in the rain in order to retrieve 
the umbrella from her car. Or 
the one about the two different 
kinds of “they”: 1) As in “You 
know what they say...” as op­
posed to 2) "They stole my 
car....” Strangely enough, al- 
* though my columns got stranger 
and stranger (plant rescue any­
one?), they were seldom about 
strangers: those closest to me 
generally bore the brunt of my 
cynicism. My ex-fiance, who 
didn’t hurt me like everyone 
else I had ever dated, but in­
vented totally new and yet un­
discovered ways to inflict pain 
upon my psyche, was a big in­
fluence in the early days of this 
column. Her own unique brand 
of mental anguish unleashed a 
creative cynicism in me that 
fuels my writing to this day.
In leiu of some trite and 
true “good-bye” (see pun, 
paragraph 3) column where I 
thank all of the past editors 
(Funda Alp, Mike Champagne, 
Phil Trahan and Chris Nichol­
son) and all of my readers (es­
pecially the one who crumpled 
up a column and threw it away 
to express his distaste), I think 
I’ll just ride off into the sunset 
proud, and leave you with the 
last words of Socrates, who said: 
“I drank what?”
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SOME PEOPLE NEEJJ CLAMPING DOWN
No ONE NEEDS TO OVERSEE SPECTRUM 
To The Editor, ponent of this process is the de- In asetting asdiverseasSHU, 
Throughout the semester I 
others as a means of curtailing 
velopment and consideration of it would seem rather normal that · · h' h d' 
have mused over the editorial 
opmwns w 1c 1sagree with 
opinions related to current, preva- there are innumerable opinions tho e 'd f · 
debate between John Hoffman 
s on one s1 e o an issue 
lent issues. Anop/edsectionserves reflecting a variety of issues. The th 't · d b 
' 
and the editors and staff of the 
en 1 1s a sa message a out 
as a vehicle for the presentation of recognition and appreciation of free sp h d · · SHU 
Spectrum. After reading Mr. 
eec an opm1on at . 
opinions from various viewpoints. differing opinions and customs is Th S · 
Hoffman's letter in the April 22 
e pectrum 1s an award-
An editor is as entitled to an one vital method for becoming · 
· 
t d t bl' · 
edition, I find I can no longer 
wmnmg, s u en pu 1cat10n. 
opinion as you or I. cultured and instilling values Th h t h d 
refrain from venturing some 
ey ave no encroac e upon 
While I recognize that there If the Student Publication th b d · d' 
personal comments. 
e oun ar1es surroun mg libel 
are certain outside, religious in- Board for·Editor Selection Com- J'k 1 bl 'd 
Let's cut the melodrama 
1 e someguttura ta 01 . They 
Mr H ff 
, terests at SHU, I nonetheless feel mittee was created in the interest welcome opinions and columns 
• o man. Obviously, the that ,·t ,·s a place of leam,·ng and f '  · d · · o mcreasmg stu ent part1c1pation from all inte t d · J d' 
purposeormissionofJ'oumalism d' 
res e , me u mg 
1versity first. We didnot register anddiversityinthepaper,its stated st ff d f Jt K d th 
and newspapers is to convey 
a an acu Y. u os to e 
to be Catholic (or any other faith), obiective, then its creators should S t 1111 
information. An integral com-
, pee rum.··· 
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The Return of the Writer’s Block
By Michael Champagne 
Associate Editor
If you take a moment to look 
through the editorial section of 
this week’s p^r (pages 4-7) 
you’ll notice a 
heavy re­
sponse to last 
week’s letter 
by the ubiqui­





spondents do not vary in their view 
of (Dear) John’s laudatory com­
ments towards the 
administration’s alleged “clamp 
down of the left wing messages 
that the Spectrum was deliver­
ing.”
Those responses say enough. 
But as they are reactions to his 
letter of last week and this week 
—the last week the Spectrum will 
publish this semester — he’s 
served up a new plate of steaming
goo, I thought I’d give equal time 
to the side of the argument he so 
vociferously opposes.
Once^again he buries him­
self, particularly with his procla­
mation that “People need to hear 
and read the truth.” That’s what 
we’re trying to serve up in the 
pages of the Spectrum.
The truth is what we glean 
from all sides of a story when we 
research it. The truth is not the 
one-sided extremism he proposes.
In fact, the sole responsibility 
we have to the University and to 
the students is to print the truth. If 
we report on sexually transmitted 
diseases (STD’s) on campus or 
the homosexual population at Sa­
cred Heart, we have a responsibil­
ity to investigate the issue and 
print the story in the most truthful 
light possible.
Ours is not a matter of moral­
ity as Mr. Hoffman suggests. In 
his many (and frankly, tiring) let­
ters to the editor, he has not once 
indicated an inaccuracy with re­
gards to the facts. His entire case 
hinges upon the ever-sticky mat­
ter of mcrahty.
It is upon that hot-bed of de­
bate which humanity will likely 
never agree to a middle ground. 
Compromising one set of ideals 
for the benefit of securing others 
may work in a hostage situation, 
or in politics (which in its own 
way is another type of hostage 
stuation), but when it comes to 
morality, people will obstinately 
adhere to what they see as the only 
trae morality: theirs, as adc^ted 
by personal (read: self) realization 
or compromise, but not compro­
mise with others whose mor^ty 
differs from theirs.
I know I feel that way; I sus­
pect that everyone else reading 
this does too. ^f not please write 
to me at the Spectrum. I’d be in­
terested to hear another viewpoint 
— Christian, Wiccan, or (iher- 
wise.)
Perhaps some of the earliest 
known journalists are those who 
penned the book by which Mr. 
Hoffman, among others, strives to 
live his life: The Bible.
That people should not have
the opportunity to freely express 
themselves (or fra- that matter, even 
be exposed to the views of others), 
is Mr. Hoffman’s stated objec­
tive. However, if the writers of the 
Gospels had never been given the 
opportunity to record their ver­
sions of history, or as some be­
lieve, had not had the hand of God 
working in them to write the Gos­
pels, upon what would Christians 
have founded their beliefs? (As­
suming, of course, humanity had 
not been sucked into an inescap­
able vortex of deadly immord- 
ity.)
I am happy that people have 
found themselves in Christ, just as 
I am happy for those who have 
found themselves in other orga- 
nizedreligions. Ifthatbeliefmakes 
it right for an individual, great. 
But to claim one’s belief is the 
only possible truth and to refuse to 
allow the existence of others be­
liefs, just as dearly held, is to deny 
even the most basic of a Christian 
God’s gifts to man.
In the religion which I am 
fairly certain Mr. Hoffman sub­
scribes to, God gave Adam and 
Eve the fruit of knowledge, what 
we commonly refer to as an apple 
tree — although historians and 
theologians alike will tell you it 
probably wasn’tan apple tree, per 
se. (For the sake of argument, lets 
assume it was.)
While Mr. Hoffman’s God 
gave that ^ple tree, and the ulti­
mate decision to eat of the fruit or 
not, to Adam and Eve, Mr, 
Hoffman would not even extend 
to people the option of that choice.
Mr. Hoffman’s garden pre­
cludes the matter of choice and 
just serves up a stripped down 
version of one man’s truth.
I had the unmitigated irony 
of spending part of Saturday 
painting a house with the vener­
able “Burier of Evil,” (see his 
letter on page 7 of this Spectrum 
issue)proving that compromise 
amongpeople is possible,but there 
was not a moment of conq)romise 
among our ideals. I painted 
brown; he had the beige.
It is not Mr. Hoffman’s God 
and religion which we attack, it is 
his obstinate, steadfast refusal to 




The end of the semester is a 
time for thanksgiving—because 
the semester is over, yes, of 
course—but also because it’s an 
appropriate time to acknowledge 
those who have helped us through.
When the Spectrum thanked 
the “superb faculty” last week for 
their contribution to the impression 
SHU made on the accreditation 
team, 1 wanted to add niy thailks 
also; what a dedicated group they
THANK YOU SHU
are, and how lucky I am to have 
such splendid colleagues.
My first year here has been 
marked by support from all quar­
ters: from students, who taught 
me they will rise to the challenge 
if we present it; from administra­
tors, who heard my voice and 
heeded it (even to the point of 
giving money to our writing pro­
gram!); from faculty, who made 
“ Wtefeel watinly welcome and who 
kept me laughing even when I was
ready to collapse; and from staff, 
who kept me organized and on 
track (not an easy task!)
This is not my first job; I have 
had first-years before, but nowhere 
have I met with more dedication, 
more hope for the best we can do, 





Women athletes were awesome
To the Editor,
Never underestimate the 
power of a woman.. .especially if 
she’s a SHU athlete. This week­
end, several young women (many 
of whom previously defined 
“cradle” as a bed for an infant), 
went on to inaugurate Women’s 
Lacrosse with a winning season. 
(Pause for the sounds of whoops 
of joy.)
Virginia Woolf wrote that in 
order to be successful, women 
needed time, some money, and a
room of their own. How could she 
have suggested that SHU’s 
Women Softball team could be 
incredibly successful without “a 
field of their own?” (Another 
pause while the sound of cheering 
dies down.)
This weekend these two teams 
achieved what few thought they 
could. Congratulations to two 
groups of incredible women. 
We’re all so proud of you. - 
A Vociferous Fan,
Marian Silverstein Calabrese
Spectrum did a good job supporting Bread for the World, but some others didn’t
Dear Mr, Editor,
Last week you wrote a 
story on the SHU Community 
hunger project which appeared 
on the front page of the Spec­
trum . Thank you for covering 
this event. I’m writing to ex­
press my gratitude to those who 
helped the project flow so 
smoothly by distributing in­
formation about hunger and 
poverty, posting fliers to ad­
vertise the event, and for as­
sisting me in collection of the 
canned food donations. 1 would 
also like to express my appre­
ciation to those of you who 
donated canned food or money, 
and wrote letters to Congress
asking them to support Bread for 
the World’s “Many Neighbors, 
One Earth” bill which makes re­
ducing hunger and poverty in en­
vironmentally sound ways the 
leading purpose of the foreign aid 
program. A big thanks to Seiler’s 
for providing juice to those fast­
ing. I’m especially grateful Father 
Thorne, Rabbi Wallin and Rever­
end Solomon who provided beau­
tiful insight on the problem of 
world hunger that exists, during 
an inspirational interfaith service. 
Sister Margaret Palliscs, our new 
director of Campus Ministry, 
added to this lovely event by 
providing music.
However, now I would like to
address many of your who did not 
participate, despite the fact that 
youclaira you care. It’snot enough 
to say that you care. Our actions 
must exemplify our compassion 
in order to make a positive dif­
ference in the lives of those who 
are less fortunate. Although letters 
were sent out to alt students, fac­
ulty and staff, few participated in 
the day of fasting, attended the 
interfaith service or wrote letters. 
Only two cans of food were do­
nated all week. On Thursday, we 
circulated the residence halls to 
collect food and most residents 
were quite generous. In fact, had 
we not done this, I seriously doubt 
anyone would have donated. Per­
haps it’s laziness.
r ve been informed that some 
of you didn’t receive the letter 
about this project. I apologize, 
although I have no explanation for 
this. Istillfinditapoorexcusefor 
the lack of participation. All week 
between 10:30 and 3:30 there was 
an informational table located in 
front of the dining hall with purple 
boxes to collect letters. Purple 
ribbons were worn so an obser­
vant individual had opportunities 
to inquire. There seems to be a 
tendency for people to be absorbed 
in their own worlds, so they fail to 
notice changes in the environment, 
despite their salience. I’m also 
disappointed with some club
presidents who said they would 
help with the project but didn’t, 
and those who never responded 
to my letters or phone calls.
It saddens me to see apa­
thy so prevalent in our society. 
I want to conclude by saying 
that I don’t want to appear to be 
attacking those who weren’t 
involved, but I’m expressing 
my disappointment at the lack 
of compassion that exists. 
Again, my appreciation to those 
of you who did participate and 
I hope you will continue to 
support efforts to reduce hun­
ger and poverty.
Stacy Filewicz 
G.A, to the President
I BURY ONLY EVIL
To the Editor:
I do not mean to use the 
Spectrum as a pulpit to spew my 
moral turpitude as Associate Edi­
tor Michael Champagne suggested 
in the April 22 issue of the Spec­
trum.
It seems funny that Mr. 
Champagne suggests that I am 
burying myself with these letters 
that I have shared with the uni­
versity community. The only 
burying I do is the burying of evil.
All that is immoral is bad in 
God’s eye. People need to hear 
and read the truth. Not too much 
love is shared in the Spectrum. A
lot of immoral subjects have been 
pnblished with disregard to de­
cency and consideration of others.
I appreciate the editor of the 
Spectrum sometimes allowing my 
letters to be published on the edi­
torial page. As long as I am al­
lowed to write the truth, no editor 
or associate editor will suppress 
the truth while I continue my 
employment at SHU. As long as 
the staff of the Spectrum contin­
ues to report immoral subjects, I 











Kappa Phi: a new sorority with a difference
By Sarah Gauthier
Features Editor
Are you tired of cliques at 
Sacred Heart? Are you a woman 
interested in meeting other women 
and becom ingamemberofaclose 
knit group of friends who want to 
make more friends and become 
involved? Are you interested in 
serving your community, both 
SHU and beyond? If so, KAPPA 
PHI may be the sorority for you.
According to President, Lin­
net Dichello “ Being a freshman at 
Sacred Heart, I felt that there 
wasn’t much variety in the Greek 
social clubs. Creating this soror­
ity opens doors of opportunity for 
involvement. Incoming freshman, 
as well as upperclassmen have a 
real chance to get involved at 
SHU.”
The Sorority presently con­
sists of 16 members, the founding 
sisters. 14 members are residents 
at Park Ridge and two are com­
muters. Dichello, a member of a 
sorority at West Haven High 
explains,”! was surprised more
students from other resident halls 
and commuters didn’t show up at 
our meeting. 1 was actually 
shocked,.” Dichello believes next 
years attendance will be greater. 
Dichello already has several events 
planned, including a volunteer 
program at a local soup kitchen 
and nursing home. The club also 
plans “fun” fund raisers in the 
near future.
The sorority’s objectives are eas­
ily explained by Vice president 
Brandy Congelos “We are a sis­
terhood, a beginning for new 
friendships. We want to raise 
money for Sacred Heart and 
various charities. We want to serve 
the community and become more 
involved at activities here at SHU”
Treasurer Mary Galla ex­
plained “ SHU is growing and 
branching in many directions. We 
want to grow with SHU, raise 
money for SHU and charity and 
be more involved in the SHU 
community.”
Any women that want to be­
come involved can leave a note in 
Dichello’s mailbox or stop by 
activities for more information.
Members of the new sorority Kappa Phi are (in no particular order) Lynette Dichelo, Brandy 
Congelos, melinda DaSilva, Yasmin Jacob, Danielle Erario, Adrienne DeMichele, Colleen Darcey, 
Lisa Evanko, Mary Galla, Katherine Agnes Bump, Erin Alorioso, Sara Reilly and Stacie Schmitt. 
Members who are not in the photo are Heather Gentile, Janeen Carrano and Julie Baranowski.
Photo by Darren Ams
Mental illness brings sleepless nights and mood swings
By Sarah Gauthier
Featured Editor
You stay up late one night 
studying and everyone tells you 
you are going to drive yourself 
crazy working that hard. Pick up a 
local paper, you may often read 
about a “paranoid schizophrenic” 
that attacked someone.
In a recent Times magazine
article Nora Weinerth, co-founder 
of the national Stigma Clearing­
house explained, “There is hardly 
a moment when we turn on tele­
vision or read newspapers that we 
don’t see violent stereo types or 
hear bad jokes at the expense of 
the mentally ill.”
The Times article explains 
that mental illness is biological in 
nature like cancer or heart disease.
A SHU student agreed to
speak to the Spcc/rMW about per­
sonal experiences with mental 
illness and feelings of stereo typi­
cal images supported by vrious 
forms of Media. The student, who 
wished to remain anonymous, was 
once diagnosed Manic Depressive. 
Spectrum: “What exactly does 
Manic Depressive mean?” 
Student: “Well, I’m no doctor, 
but, it is about dangerous mood 
swings. For me, it meant days of
Open House
To all Sacred Heart University 






Come in and browse 
all day from 12pm - 7 pm
Monday, May 3, 1993
high feelings followed by inexpli­
cable desperation,’’ _
Spectrum: “Dangerous mood 
swings. Dangerous to who?” 
Student: “In my case, the mood 
swings went from a feeling of 
utter elation to suicidal or just 
very low feelings.”
Spectrum: “When you were ill 
did you ever have thoughts about 
hurting others?”
Student: “When I was sick, I was 
scared, nothing more than scared, 
I certainly didn’t want to hurt 
anyone, except maybe myself’ 
Spectrum: “What hurts you the 
most now that your struggle is 
over?”
Student: “People hurt me when 
they call people suffering from 
mental diseases crazy. Being 
mentally ill is like being sick with 
any disease. You can get better 
and go on. People need to realize 
that. People need to realize that it 
is not funny to be sick.” 
Spectrum: “When you were hos­
pitalized, were there all types of
people at the hospital?”
Stud^; “"Yes, tjMsretWererStyh -..i 
dents from prestigious colleges 
and 65 year old women and men 
in the hospital for of everything 
from treatment of depression to 
schizophrenia. More younger 
people were there, though.”
Spectrum: What was the worst 
thing about being mentally ill? 
Student: “Sleepless nights, pac­
ing the house. I hated not under­
standing what was happening to 
me. Why I was crying one moment 
and laughing the next.”
Spectrum: “Would you say that 
sleepless nights and irrational 
mood swings are good signs to 
look for if concerned about a 
persons mental state?”
Student: “No, I wouldn’t say that.
I would ask the person what is 
going on. If the answer you get 
seems irrational, call a professional 
and ask them what they think. It 
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Carrrying a bookbag 
the cool way has a price
By Sarah Gauthier
Features Editor
Walk down the hallway here 
at SHU and check out the way 
people are carrying their book 
bags. Usually, book bags are slung 
by one strap over one shoulder. “It 
looks cool that way” sophomore 
Tim Klune commented.
According a SHU trainer, 
carrying a backpack the cool way 
can be dangerous to the health of 
a student’s upper and lower back 
as well as trapezius and hip.
John Lichosik, a graduate 
assistant athletic trainer explained 
“ Especially around exam time, 
you can have 20 to 30 pounds of 
books balanced on one shoulder, 
this puts a lot of stress on your 
body. Body mechanics can be­
come unbalanced.” When asked 
why he carried his book bag on
one shoulder, sophomore Mark 
Manchester said “ It depends how 
heavy my bag is. If my bag is very 
heavy, I use both straps. I don’t 
care what people think of the way 
I carry my bookbag.”
Junior Julie Holt responded 
to the same question “I carry my 
bookbag by one strap because I 
am too busy to bother with two.” 
Freshman History major Erica 
Gunderson commented “Carrying 
a bookbag on one shoulder doesn ’ t 
bother me.”
In the long run, Lichosik be­
lieves that it very well may hurt 
students. Lichosik said” Your 
shoulder may slump, your back 
may sway, people can feel sting­
ing or cramping. In more extreme 
cases, tingling may occur in the 
arms or legs. That is a good indi­
cation of incorrect, harmful body 
mechanics.”
four skills to fill gaps
By Matthew Zsebik
Staff Writer
In the past few decades 
America Has faced increased 
competition o\erseas m business 
markets ami other ftelds. The 
reasons behind our failure can be 
traced to our education systems 
fark isf pnepamtiort if gives to iCs 
students who wilt be venturing 
into a globails linked world. The 
new Gtohal Studies program hopes 
to fill ihew gap^ and give students 
the sk 111s and knine ledge 11 tev need 
to opeiato and suececd tn the in­
ternational aicna
Hr. Kaihcime Manekc Kidd, 
the heikt oi the new Global Stud 
tes Major, has designed this new 
intensive major which crosses 
many disciplines to impart four 
kinds of .skills and knowtedge for 
a belter imernaiional uiulcisiand- 
ing I-ii>(l\ lo gisc ihc stiKlcnt the 
abi Hty to analyze event s and issues 
:: in aglobat context. Secondly to be 
i afalctosyslemalicailycoiRpareand 
li contrast the euhores of two or 
;i more societies. The third skill is 
: an in-depth knowledge of a par- 
; ticular part of the world, it’s lan- 
i gnagcs, geography, history, cul- 
. turn, and institutions. And finally
to lx- able to apply these skilK 
cavttivelj to sohe piohlems 'I he 
academic eoic of the Global Stud­
ies program will be rounded out 
by ifilernshipand/’orstudy abroad.
Study abroad is an integral.: 
pail ol getiiitg to know the legion 
you decide to study Ix-caiise it 
offers evpettciKc that hooks can­
not otiei. Di. Kidd stales that. 
■•Gnfv about of sttntents 
to study abroad, 60% of those w ho 
do arc white wtimcn with liberal 
arts majors. I don’t want Sacred 
Iteart l.noersity toK-traditional. 
Vkc should attract moiv men and 
muniiiitcs as a model,”
l>r. Kidd docs cise a few 
words ol warning about her new 
puigram." Ihis major will tv haid- 
.Situieuls will get e.scited about 
whin they are riotnc I'd lather 
leach good, industrious students 
than la/.y studctiis. Ijie rewards 
loi .1 siiftei academicpiogiam will 
help in their )oh placement and 
uraduaiesehootacceptance. It will 
be haid to an approptialc end.”
Di Kidd'scdiicaiioinnchides 
a Ph d m Intel national Kclations 
at the University of Pennsiyvania, 
a M.A. in Soviet Studies at 
Harvard, and a B,A. in History 
and Gettsan at Pacific Lutheran 
University.
Top Ten (or so) Lists
Top Ten Responses to love you, ”
10) Are you pregnant? ,
9) I love you too...urn...Irene?
8) Well, I don't know what "love" means.
7) You're very special to me too.
6) I love you as a friend.
5) Not tonight, I have a headache.
4) Uh-huh.
3) Ooooh, that's so cute!
2) Why?










Call 371-6177 — 24 hours a day.
Ask for a FREE Brochure 
3896 North Main Street, Bpt.
(One mile south of Trumbull Shoppong Park)
Client/Server Database Software
DataEase International, Inc., world leader in PC database software, is 
launching an independent division to leverage our unique technology in the 
high-growth market for client/server application development tools. We are 
looking for quality people and have the following entry-level openings for 
recent college graduates:
Product Engineer
Product Engineers are responsible for insuring that our customers successfully 
complete even their most complex, multi-platform development projects. We 
believe our tools to be the best in the industry and are ready to back that up 
with a "no-excuses" commitment to customer satisfaction. To achieve this, our 
Product Engineers work with both our customers and our software development 
team to perform a range of duties, including: software testing, application 
development, consulting, training and technical support (phone, fax, BBS, 
CompuServe, and on-site). One year experience in at least two of the 
following is required:
• MS-Windows or other GUI • Technical support
• Software testing • C programming
• Database programming • Network administration
• Object-oriented programming (C-f+ or other)
Technical Writer
Great software requires great documentation. Working with the software 
development, technical services, and product management teams, the 
documentation team provides the on-line and printed documentation for our 
client/server database development tools. As part of this team, you will be 
documenting our user interface, object-oriented programming language, and 
C-b-b libraries. You should have experience using and/or documenting:
• Desktop publishing software • On-line help
• Programming languages• Graphical user interfaces
You must be able and willing to work in a high-energy, demanding 
environment that offers tremendous potential for professional growth.
Send your resume to: DataEase International, Inc. 
7 Cambridge Drive 
Trumbull, CT 06611 
Attn.: Edward Spruck - REI
No phone calls or recruiters, please.
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THE Crossword by Frank Geary
ACROSS 
1 Artz. city 






15 Spin like —
16 Raise
17 High up




22 — of Tarsus
24 Russ, river
25 Billed and 
cooed
28 Native of: suit.
29 Lettuce type 

































5 Island near 
Java











































Call Joe Downer, 371-7966
Einstein *s Dreams proves to be an 
intriguing perspective of time
By Jason Dalrymple
Staff Writer
Alan Lightman’s first fic­
tional piece, Einstein’s Dreams 
(Pantheon, $17.00), describes 
what he would perceive as the 
dreams of the man who gave sci­
ence the theory of relativity. 
Lightman’s previous works in­
clude Great Ideas in Physics, Time 
Pieces, and A Modern Day Yankee 
in a Connecticut Court.
The book is made up of short 
chapters, labeled by dates running 
from April 14,1905 through June 
28,1905, each an individual dream 
of Einstein’s. The commonality 
between them is their setting, some 
small town near the Swiss Alps 
and the streets within the town; 
and their theme, various ideas 
concerning time. The only inter­
ruptions of the chapters are three 
interludes, in which Einstein and 
fiesso, one of his colleagues from
BOOKS
the patent office where he works, 
are discussing various aspects of 
their lives.
Though I am not a physicist 
and by no means have any real 
grasp on Einstein’s complete 
theory of relativity, I found the 
entire book understandable and, 
more importantly, enjoyable. 
Lightman, as a professor of phys­
ics and writing at MIT, displays a 
great comprehension of the theory, 
its meanings, as well as the ability 
to discuss it in a meaningful yet 
down-to-earth manner with a 
reader.
Einstein’s Dreams does not 
have a plot, per se, at least not in 
the common context of an intro­
duction, a climax, and a conclu­
sion. The dreams recorded in the 
text do not follow any particular 
storyline, but do show an in­
creasing depth in the philosophi­
cal aspects of time and how it 
affects (or in some cases how it is 
affected by) society. The truest 
value of the text is not the insight 
it provides into perhaps one of the 
most important theories of phys­
ics, but rather the observations 
made of what society does to and 
with the concept of time.
All in all, Einstein’s Dreams 
is a well-written fictional journey 
into the fantastic subconscious 
world of one of the premiere ge­
niuses of the twentieth century. 
Though the book does not follow 
the traditional plot structure of the 
typical novel or story, it does 
provide a number of themes worth 
consideration by everyone who 
happens to live in the world at 
large. And finally, one does not 
need to understand the theory of 
relativity to appreciate the vivid 
descriptions and realistic language 
which Lightman uses to create a 




A & E Writer
From the harmonious opening 
sounds of the first track, “Hush," 
to the enchanting last few notes of 
the closing cut, “Brighter Day," 
Spilt Milk is easily Jellyfish’s best 
album to date. Well, OK, so it is 
only their second album but, 
Bellyhutton, their 1990 debut al­
bum was certainly a tough act to 
follow. In fact, it is still in my
MUSIC
tape player.
The three members of Jelly­
fish (Andy Sturmer, lead vocals 
and drums; Roger Manning, key­
boards and guitars; and Tim Smith, 
bass) have concocted another 
perfect pop album. They do dress 
like “Partridge Family” rejects, 
and yes, they do seem to be living 
in the seventies, but if you can 
look past those quirks, you will 
not be sorry. (We all lived in the
seventies at one point, no?)
Lyrics are what make Jelly­
fish, Jellyfish. Take a sample of 
the^^lyrics, “Sebrina, Paste and 
Plato;” “Far behind the forest of 
flying paper aeroplanes/ Grazing 
on the grounds of ponytails/ The 
substitute is counting down her 
ticks ‘tillrecess/Hammeringdown 
to size her fingernails.” So, what 
does that mean? Your guess is as 
good as mine. Actually, the song 
is about a Grammar school crush. 
Although the music is very child­
like, it refrains from becoming 
childish. It is a great song.
Jellyfish seems to have a 
fixation with writing songs about 
the music industry and musicians. 
I count three on this album 
(“Joining A Fan Club,” “The 
Ghost At Number One”, and “A 
New Mistake”), with the best be­
ing “New Mistake”. This is also 
the best song on the album. It’s 
about a musician (Sturmer?) who 
is seduced by a female admirer. 
She gets pregnant (“the birth of an 
accident grew to a spectacle/ that 
couldn ’ t wait/ the mother was three 
weeks late.”) and hence, the “new 
mistake”. Not your usual topic for 
a song, but it works. It helps that 
the music is so “sing-song-y” and 
catchy.
Another of the “industry” 
songs, “Ghost At Numer One” is 
too good not to talk about here. 
This song deals with the almost 
certain fact that once a musician/ 
singer dies, his/her popularity in­
creases a thousand fold. Look at 
Stevie Ray Vaughn, Freddie 
Mercury, and Elvis Aaron Presley, 
but especially Mercury. Look at 
how all of Queen ’ s albums shot up 
the charts after his death. Sure, he 
was great, but was he really a 
“genius”, as some people treated 
him. “There’s a party at the Pearly 
Gates/of Gold and Platinum/and 
for you an invitation to the Holy 
Rock-n-Rollers," sings Sturmer. 
The lyrics could have been writ­
ten in a way that would have 
alientated most people, but they 
weren’t. They are easily 
understanable even if you are not 
in the music industry.
The biggest (in more ways 
than one) surprise on the album is 
a “Partridge Family” sound-alike
called “He’s My best friend”. I 
won’t give away the surprise but 
some of the lyrics are “My hands 
afive-leafclover/It’s Palm Sunday 
over and over...” Got it yet? If 
not, here ’ s two more hints; # 1 The 
Partridge Family would never, 
ever sing about this, and #2 it has 
a little something to do with “The 
Crying Game”.
Another one of my favorites 
is “The Glutton Of Sympathy”. 
This one seems to be about a 
marriage in which the man is a 
pathetic slob, who doesn’t realize 
that the marriage is nothing any­
more. The woman can’t stand it, 
and wants a divorce. “Cause I see 
it in your eyes/ What you don’t 
know, time to let go...burning 
jealous pictures of marriages/of 
friends”.
The rest of the album consists 
of polkas (“Bye Bye Bye”), 
dreamy memory-laden tunes 
(“Russian Hill”) and absolutely 
perfect pop songs (“Too Much, 
Too Little, Too Late”). The ab­
solutely perfect pop song, inci­
dentally, is about a murder, and 
the murderer showing no regrets 
at all. So, the topics are a little 
weird as are the outfits the guys 
wear, and the music is a little 
seventies-ish, but it is forgivable, 
if only because it is so good. It’s 
too bad the industry has labelled 
this band “ALTERNATIVE” with 
a big red stamp, because fans of all 
styles of music should really give 
this band a listen. This is already 
one of my favorite albums of all 
time. It takes a while to grow on 
you, but if you give it time, it 
definitely will grow on you, and 
you won’t be sorry. This is one 
great album.Jellyfish
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Riding is a passion for Peter Lutz
By Madelyn Dunlap
Staff Writer
At the age of ten it was an 
interest sparked by the sight of 
horses racing in movies. For Peter 
Lutz, a freshman at Sacred Heart, 
riding has turned into a great 
passion.
Lutz spent the early years of 
his life in New York, his parents 
did not know much about riding 
horses and neither did Lutz. It 
wasn’t until his family moved to 
Connecticut that Lutz’s interest in 
riding become a reality.
At a farm in Easton Lutz 
started riding and eventually he 
began competing in local horse 
shows.
“1 really wanted to be at the 
top, to make it to the big places,” 
Lutz said. “But you need to have 
the contacts and the horses to get 
there.”
It wasn’t until 1991 that Lutz 
got a chance to begin competing 
nationally. It was his dream to 
make it to the National Horse show 
in the Meadowlands (New Jersey). 
He got that opportunity after six 
years of dedicated work.
Lutz recently returned from 
Florida where he showed in a 
circuit on West Palm Beach. 
“Some of the most successful 
people can be found there show­
ing,” Lutz said. It was a great 
accomplishment for him to show 
in Florida.
Now Lutz is looking at 
showing internationally, he has a 
job set up for this summer in 
Switzerland where he will con­
tinue to show.
“The shows in Europe are 
really big. They take the business 
very seriously over there,” Lutz 
said. “It will be great for me to go.
I have never been to Europe before 
and this is something I really want 
to do.”
Lutz not only hopes to show 
internationally but he is also 
planning on an international ca­
reer. He is looking at the new 
Global Studies and International 
Studies major at Sacred Heart.
Lutz said, “The trip to Europe will 
also be a plusin that it will give me 
a chance to see if the International 
Studies major is what I want to 
major in.”
“Right now I want to keep my 
options open to both riding and 
school. Eventually I will find a 
career where I can fit both into my 
life.” Lutz said.
Before becoming involved in 
riding. Lutz was a gymnast and an 
avid basketball player. He also 
enjoyed the arts; from painting 
and drawing to playing the piano 
and the guitar. Lutz did it all.
Now Lutz is concentrating on 
riding and is hoping to get into the 
Grand Prix’s. The Grand Prix’s 
are the big jumper classes.
“That’s where (Grand Pix’s) 
you have the biggest jumps and 
the fastest horses. It is open to all 
ages so I will have to work my 
way up,” Lutz said.
Not only has Lutz showed at 
events but he has also been a big 
part of working them. It helped 
him stay in the business of showing 
by working with the horses; tak­
ing care of them and transporting 
them to shows. Lutz also managed 
the bam and taught people to ride.
He felt that it was good for him to 
be involved in all aspects of the 
business. , , ...
The thing Lutz finds tiiosi ''*^*'*'**' 
interesting about riding is the in­
teraction between man and animal.
“It is really exciting,” Lutz 
said. “Working with an animal is 
hard, you never know what they 
are going to do but you have to 
work as a team. Even when you 
are going fast and jumping high 
you need to become one.”
'w>". » , , ,
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The most interesting thing about riding horses, according to rider Peter Lutz, a freshman at Sacred 
Heart, is the interaction between man and animal. (Above and below) Lutz shows a horse at West 
Palm Beach, Florida in a February show. Photos courtesy of Peter Lutz
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Do you twirl a flag or a rifle? 
Do-you-play-an-instrument?.
If you do one of the above, come join
the SHU Marching Band. 
Remember,
SHU wants you!!
For more info, contact Activities or Admissions Offices, 
or call Duane Melzer (Band Director) at 874-8655.
Ad designed by Michael Champagne
G.N'OFF
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Prognostications From A Pioneer
By The Prognosticator
Sports Columnist
After yesterday’s NFL 
Draft, the New York Jets get 
the gold star for doing the best 
job. Before everyone jumps on 
the Phoenix Cardinals for 
“giving” away Johnny John­
son to earn the right to draft 
Garrison Hearst, realize that 
the Jets and the Rams had a 
trade on the table, where if the 
Cards didn’t make the trade, 
the Rams would have made a 
trade with the Jets to select 
Hearst.
The “Dunce of the Day” 
award goes to the New Orleans 
Saints for giving Pat Swilling 
to the Lions.
Now that the bullpen for 
the Yankees is coming around, 
don’t be suprised to see them 
competing for first this year.
Do you ever get the feeling 
that 1992hasn’tendedyetwhen 
watching the New York Mets?
The California Angels are 
the suprise team in the Majors. 
With Tim Salmon, J.T. Snow 
and Chad Curtis providing the 
offense and Chuck Finley and 
Mark Langston providing the 
pitching, they could suprise.
I guess the Washington 
Capitals will learn to look past 
the NY Islanders to the Pitts­
burgh series. Get the golf clubs 
polished.
The NBA playoffs look inter­
esting. The highlight of the first 
round should be the Portland-San 
Antonio series. Look for this one 
to go the distance.
The defending champion 
Bulls could find it difficult to even 
get to the Knicks, who just very 
well might win the championship.
Congratulations go out to the 
mighty, the immaculate, the best, 
the incredile, etc., etc., etc.. Sacred 
Heart University softball team. 
Way to go, see you in the Final 
Four!!! One more note: if April 
Ertl doesn’t get NECC Player of 
the Year and an All-America se­
lection, the FBI should conduct an 
investigation.
The baseball team, despite 
some tough losses, should earn a 
bid to the ECAC Tournament. 
From there they could even earn 
another NCAA bid.
Congratulations to the 
women’s lacrosse team on win­
ning the tournament Saturday! 
Also, congratulations to Renee 
Melchiona and Jen Fallon for 
earning All-Tournament team 
honors.
Here it is ladies and gentle­
men. In this, the final issue of 
Spectrum for 1992-93, is the 
Prognosticator’s awards for best 
male and female Sacred Heart 
Athletes for this year.
Male
Who else than Darrin 
Robinson, soon to be of the NBA.
For those of you who have been 
hibernating the past year, 
Robinson led the nation in 
scoring and earned All-America 
honors. Honorable mentions: 
Scott Schilling, Bryan 
Muthersbaugh, Ron 
Stopkoski and Allan Zuniga.
Female
There were many who 
stood out here. But the winner 
is April Ertl. Nobody has been 
as valuable to her team as she 
was. Honorable mentions: 
Melissa Jones, Jen Fallon, 
Kim Filia, Karen Bell and* 
Maria Cavaliere.
Male Coach of the Year
Joe McGuigan, men’s 
soccer. Runner-up — Nick 
Giaquinto.
Female Coach of the Year 
Elizabeth Luckie, soft- 
ball. All Luckie did was guide 
the softball team to its fourth 
straight NECC title and NCAA 
bid. Runner-up — Ed 
Swanson.
If your name wasn’t listed 
above, please don’t be insulted, 
there were just too many to list.
Well, this is the last Prog­
nostications that will appear. It 
has been a pleasant experience 
on my part. Good luck and many 
successes.
April: if she doesn't succeed, 
'there's something wrong'
Continued from page 16
(28-69) and team highs of 16 runs 
batted in and eight doubles. In the 
past six games (all victories,) she 
is hitting .591.
“I’m proud of both (my 
pitching and hitting) actually, but 
it’s nice to hit for a change,” she 
said. “I’ve been wanting to hit for 
three years, but we only had two 
pitchers and Bippy didn’t want 
me to get hurt running the bases.”
But three .300 hitters departed 
from last season’s 28-12 team, so 
there was a void. April has filled 
it nicely, and now plays left field 
on the afternoons when she isn’t 
pitching. “She knew we needed 
hitting this year,” Luckie said. 
“She’s a great kid and hates to be 
singled out, but she deserves to be 
because of what’s she’s done.”
When Ertl arrived on the Sa­
cred Heart University campus 
from Newtown High School in 
the fall of 1989, she had doubts 
about succeeding at the collegiate 
level. A second-team All- 
America, Pauline Madrid, and 
Vicky Kennedy were established 
senior pitchers who would lead 
the Lady Pioneers to a glossy 38- 
5-1 record, the first of three suc­
cessive New England Collegiate 
Conference (NECC) titles and 
automatic berths in the NCAA 
Tournament.
“I was intimidated when I 
came in,” she admitted. “I thought 
to myself, ‘If this is what I’m up 
against....’”
Graduation removed both 
pitchers the following year, and 
Luckie has placed the softball in 
Ertl’s right hand on most occa­
sions since. Rarely has she disap­
pointed.
As a sophomore, April met 
her first major test when she 
pitched a 1-0, four-hit shutout 
against the University of New 
Haven in the one-game playoff to 
decide the NECC championship 
and resultant bid to the NCAA 
Tournament.
Last year, there were several 
highlights...a no-hitter against 
UMass Lowell; a 4-3, 11-inning 
verdict over the University of 
Bridgeport in still another NECC 
winner-take-all playoff, and a 2-1 
triumph over national power in the 
NCAA Northeast Regional.
And this season?
“If she isn’t the player of the 
year in the conference,” says 
Michelle Palmer, the team’s All- 
America centerfielder, “there’s 
something wrong.”
SPORTS SHORTS
Compiled by Lori Bogue
Pioneer open to be held at Oronoque
Entries are being sought for Sacred Heart 
University’s fourth annual Pioneer Open on Mon­
day, June 21 at the Oronoque Village Country club 
in Stratford.
All proceeds will benefit Sacred Heart 
University, whose intercollegiate athletic program 
will expand to 21 sports next year.
The entry fee of $ 160 per person includes 
18 holes of golf, a barbecue, cocktail hour and a 
dinner/awards program. The hole-in-one prize is a 
new auto, courtesy of Karl Chevrolet of New 
Canaan.
Last year, Frank McDonald of Branford 
shot a 7-over-par 79 to defeat the 1991 champion, 
Sam Griffin of Bridgeport, by a single stroke. The 
field of 128 was the largest in the tournament’s 
history.
The tournament is being coordinated by- 
Laurie Bellico, director of Alumni Relations, and 
the the University’s new golf coach. Bill Decker, 
To reserve a place or for more information, contact 
Bellico at 7861.
Hip, Hip Horray. Ho-Hey-ho-hey
It is time to practice cartwheels and 
strengthen your voice. The Sacred Heart University 
cheerleading squad will hold tryouts Wednesday 
and Thursday in the gym at 4 p.m.
Don’t be nervous, but the final tryout will 
be next Tuesday at 4 p.m.
......... ■. . 'i
All-Sports Dinner
Sacred Heart University’s athletic depart­
ment is sponsoring its first All-Sports Dinner which 
will be held in the gymnasium this Friday, at 5 p.m.
The dinner will honor senior athletes and 
scholar-athletes. It will definitely be a nice way for 
most seniors to wrap up their college careers and 
while sharing some good memories.
V___________ I______________/
Sam enjoys walks in the park, 
playing ball with the boys, 
and casual sex.
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Madigan powers baseball over UMass-Lowell
(PR) The Pioneers (18-8, 7-5 
NECC) started the season off on 
the right foot with only one overall 
loss. However once conference 
play started, things just were not 
the same. Two losses to UNH, 
one loss apiece to Keene State, 
New Hampshire College and 
UMass-Lowell has dropped the 
Pioneers sluggers nearly out of 
the ECAC playoffs.
Last Sunday the Pioneers had 
their backs up against the walls 
when conference leading UMass- 
Lowell (17-9,11 -3 NECC) visited
the Pioneers for the important 
conference series. In the first 
game, UMass-Lowell toppled the 
Pioneers 10-3 giving them their 
fifth league loss. A second win 
would have given the Chiefs at 
least a tie with the University of 
New Haven.
Head Coach Nick Giaquinto 
gavethenodto JoeZanchetti. He 
pitched 7 strong innings giving up 
5 runs before he was relieved by 
junior Michael Aldridge. Aldridge 
came on for 1 inning giving up 
one hit and no runs pushing his
record to 2-0.
However the heroics belong 
to freshman Greg Madigan, his 
single to left field in the bottom of 
the ninth drove home the winning 
run keeping the Pioneers’ playoff 
dreams alive. “I realize that I had 
a good week. At every at bat my 
confidence is rising” said 
Madigan.
In addition, to his heroics and 
5-for-8 doubleheader perfor­
mance, which included a towering 
two run- home run on Sunday, 
Madigan had three home runs in
four games with 12 RBI’s.
“This game was the season. 
If we dropped two, we would be 
out of it. Madigan’s hit was 
big...real big,” said Giaquinto.
Sophomore Rob Selg also 
made his presence known going 
5-for-5 in the series. Selg also had 
a key leadoff double in the seventh 
inning in which he eventually 
scored after being driven home by 
a Scott Schilling single with two 











The Lady Pioneers clinched 
their fourth straight New England 
Collegiate Conference title this 
past week by beating Southern 
Connecticut 1-0 and 14-6, and 
defeating New Haven 11 -0 and 5- 
3. They finished league play with 
asparkling 14-0 record and receive 
an automatic bid to the NCAA 
Division II Regional Tournament.
In doing so SHU extended its 
winning streak to 11 games and 
improved their record to 20-7,16- 
1 since returning from Florida.
The Lady Pioneers struggled 
with their batting in their first game 
against Southern, but they scored 
the one run they needed on heads 
up base running by both Megan 
Keefe, who had singled and 
Michelle Palmer. Palmer, at­
tempting to get in a run down, 
side-tracked the Lady Owls al­
lowing Keefe to steal home. 
Southern threatened to score in 
the third inning, but catcher Lisa 
DiFulvio blocked the plate as the 
runner was gunned down by the 
relay of Amy Romanas and Elaine 
Agosti.
In the second game the Lady 
Pioneers collected 13 hits and nine 
walks. Keefe’s three-run double 
gave SHU an 8-0 lead. April Ertl 
won the first game and junior Kerri 
O’Donnell picked up the win in 
the second game.
“Winning the league means a 
lot to all of us. After struggling in
Florida, we wanted to come back 
and regroup,” Sol insky said. “Our 
goal was to restore our pride and 
not just win the league but also go 
undefeated in league play. We’ve 
gotten our first goal, and our sec­
ond goal is to go to nationals.”
On Saturday, SHU swept 
UNH to preserve their undefeated- 
league title. In the opener, SHU 
scored in each of the first five 
innings. DiFulvio hit a solo home 
run to left in the bottom of the 
second to give the Lady Pioneers 
a 3-0 lead. Then in the fourth, 
sophomore Sarah Solinsky hit a 
three-run homer to center field 
increasing their lead to 6-0. Se­
nior captain Maria Cavaliere was 
3-for-4 in the opener with three 
RBI.
After trailing 3-1 in the sec­
ond game, SHU rallied for four 
runs in the bottom of the fifth 
inning. Junior Julie Barrett lined 
a double to left to drive in Mich­
elle Palmer and O’Donnell. 
Barrett then scored on a wild throw 
home. Ertl extended her personal 
winning streak to 16 as she picked 
up both wins.
“They really wanted the 
undefeated season (in league play) 
and to their credit really went after 
it,” Coach Bippy Luckie said. 
“This one’s a little sweeter. We 
had a lot of new players coming in 
and early in the year we had to fool 
around with people at different 
positions.”
The Lady Pioneers next game 
is Saturday at 1 pm at the JCC 
against East Stroudsburg.
Women’s lax wins Elms tourney
By Robin Swartz
Guest Writer
After suffering two losses 
earlier this week against Trenton 
State (JV) 20-7, and Princeton (J V) 
16-2, the Lady Pioneers bounced 
back by winning the Elms Invita­
tional Tournament in Chicopee, 
Mass.
Learning from priormistakes, 
the Pioneers came out on fire 
against host team Elms Collge. 
Becky Van Ort led the attack with 
five goals, followed by Jen Fallon 
(three goals) while Jen Greene 
and Jen Schultz chipped in with 
two goals apiece.
The defense was held up by 
Tara Fisher, Liz Chemis and Jen 
Fallon, allowing only 13 shots on 
goal. Renee Melchiona was solid 
in goal, turning away six attempts, 
j v«The championship game was 
played against MIT, who beat Pine 
Manor College earlier in the day. 
During the first half of play both 
teams took turns trading off goals 
and at half-time the score was 5-3, 
with Sacred Heart on top.
After half-time and a bit of 
rebounding, the Lady Pioneers 
went on a scoring spree. Van Ort 
led the rally, scoring five goals, 
Fallone had four goals, Gen Curtin 
had three goals and Colleen 
McGuire and Greene each had a
goal each. Gail Mazzucco, 
Chemis, Diana Vumbaco, Fisher 
and Jen Chabus all had excellent 
defensive games. According to 
Coach Robin Swartz, Melchiona 
turned away 21 shots to keep the 
Pioneers fired up.
“It is a credit to the athletes 
hard work and determination that 
we were successful this weekend,” 
she said. “It is quite an accom­
plishment for these players who 
never played before to go into this 
tournament and win.”
“There is not a division I, II, 
or III program that is playing with 
an entire team of beginners,” 
Swartz said.
Self-effacing Ertl excels on mound, at bat and in 
the classroom... but don’t tell anyone Fairfield
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(PR) It is difficult to determine 
which of April Ertl’s numbers is 
the most impressive this year: 0.93 
or .412 or 3.6.
No doubt pitching purists will 
select herO.93 earned run average, 
which places the Sacred Heart 
University senior among the na­
tional Division II leaders. Those 
who prefer the offensive side of 
the game will opt for her .412 
batting average as the Lady Pio­
neers’ cleanup hitter.
In the long run, though, the 
number which may have the big­
gest impact on April Ertl’s young 
life is 3.6 — her grade point av­
erage. A perennial Dean’s List 
student as a management major, 
Ertl is planning a career in the 
retail field.
What does this 22-year-old 
senior from Newtown say about 
her myriad accomplishments?
Not a lot. She’s remarkably 
self-effacing.
“I don’t want the recogni­
tion,” April Dawn Ertl has insisted 
on many occasions. “Ijustwantto 
be part of the team.”
“She hates the limelight,” said 
Pam London, the University’s 
assistant coach, who calls all of 
Ertl’s pitches. “When TV 
(Cablevision 12) was here to in­
terview her, she asked if Maria 
(Cavaliere) or Michelle (Palmer) 
could go instead.
“But she’s as valuable to this 
team as Debbie Tidy was to our 
teams of the mid-1980s,” contin­
ued London, a former Sacred Heart 
captain and second baseman. “We 
rallied around Debbie; she carried 
us. April is carrying us now. Both 
are franchise players.”
Four times a first-team All- 
America (1984-87), Debbie Tidy 
pitched Scared Heart University 
to three Final Fours in the NCAA 
Tournament and generally is 
considered one of college 
softball’s greatest pitchers. She 
was a six-footer with speed, gilt-
edged control and a highly com­
petitive nature.
At 5-foot-2 and perhaps 110 
pounds, April Ertl may lack Tidy’s 
natural attributes, but she’s right 
there in the intestinal fortitude 
department. “April would run 
through a wall if I asked her to,” 
said Head Coach Elizabeth 
“Bippy” Luckie. “She has the 
heart of a lion.”
Ertl was the Lady Pioneers’ 
No. 1 pitcher the past two seasons, 
with records of 16-7 and 15-11, 
but she’s reached new heights this 
season. She has won 13 straight 
games — including a no-hitter 
against Assumption — and stands 
at 13-2 overall with the afore­
mentioned 0.93 ERA.
Inserted in the cleanup posi­
tion at the tailend of the team’s 
annual spring trip to Florida, April 
has responded with a .412 average
See April, page 15
